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FUBUNATION display rich honest work driven by
the human experience
FUBUNATION is a London based collective founded in 2017 by Rhys Dennis and
Waddah Sinada with the vision of adding to black culture by creating more visibility
and representation for dancers of colour in contemporary dance. Their objective is to
build more diversity in the audiences that come to theatres and other dance
platforms. Their movement language combines contact improvisation forms with
influences of Hip Hop and African dance styles.
Since their debut performance at the Festival of Alternative Theatrical Expression in
Croatia 2017, FUBUNATION has been gaining recognition nationally and aims to
continue pursuing their journey in encouraging diversity not only in dance but through
the arts as a whole.

The Ruins series is an interdisciplinary project combining 3 art-forms,
liveperformance, film & photography. This work RUINS opens a dialogue surrounding the
myth of masculinity as it is felt within the Pan-African diaspora. FUBUNATION are
deconstructing the power struggle within themselves and finding the balance
between conflict, vulnerability, and co-dependency. By doing so, they own and repair
their deeper anxieties that they have learned so well to mask.
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This is a medium-scale work which is ready to tour immediately. The company
provides wraparound workshops whilst on tour where possible. FUBUNATION
facilitates workshops catering for all abilities, from community classes, dancers in
training and professional workshops.
Choreography and performance: Rhys Dennis and Waddah Sinada
Sound Design: Sam Nunez
Costume Design: Kirubel Belay
Lighting Designer: Adrienne Ming
RUINS duration: 40 minutes
Number of people on the road: 3 (or 4 for lighting purposes)

Other works available for touring

“Black Is…”, an ensemble live performance will be available for touring in 2022.
For more information please contact Steph Be

